
ECE 188 – Homework #1

Writing part

1 Exercise 1 (Shot noise)

Let y ∈ N be a discrete random value, Poisson distributed with parameter x ∈ R+, whose probability
mass function is given by

p(y ; x) =
xye−x

y!
.

1. Show that E[y] = x and Var[y] = x.

2. Let y1 and y2 be two independent Poisson random variables with respectively parameters x1 > 0
and x2 > 0. Show that y = y1 + y2 is also Poisson distributed and determine its parameter.

Hint: you can use Newton’s binomial formula: (a + b)n =
n∑

k=0

(
n

k

)
akbn−k.

2 Exercise 2 (Convolution)

Let f , g and h be functions defined from Z2 to R. Recall that the convolution product reads

(f ∗ g)(i, j) =
+∞∑

k=−∞

+∞∑
l=−∞

f(k, l)g(i− k, j − l), for all (i, j) ∈ Z2 .

Show that

1. f ∗ g = g ∗ h.

2. (f ∗ g) ∗ h = f ∗ (g ∗ h).

Practical part

The following exercises consist in completing the Matlab codes available via Git1 as:

git clone -b homework1 https://bitbucket.org/charles_deledalle/ucsd-ece188.git

3 Exercise 3 (Variance stabilization)

The file imnoise.m generates noisy versions y of an image x according to different noise models.

1. Run the script hw1 ex3 varstab.m, figure out what is doing, and interpret the figure.

2. (Homomorphic transform) Modify the script such that each pixel of the images damaged by gamma
noise are replaced by their logarithm ynew = log yold. Rerun the script and interpret the new results.
Find a justification.

3. (Anscombe transform) Modify the script such that each pixel of the images damaged by Poisson

noise are replaced as follows ynew = 2
√
yold + 3

8 . Rerun the script and interpret the new results.
1 What is and how using Git here: https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/.
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https://www.atlassian.com/git/tutorials/


4 Exercise 5 (Image shift)

The file imshift.m implements the shifting of an image in a direction (k, l) that reads as

xshifted(i, j) = x(i + k, j + l) .

This script must implement different boundary conditions for pixels (i, j) such that (i + k, j + l) /∈
[1, n1] × [1, n2]. Only the periodical and zero-padding periodical boundary conditions have been
implemented yet.

1. Complete the code by implementing the extension and mirror boundary conditions. The script
hw1 ex4 imshift.m should produce the following results:

(a) Periodical (b) Extension (c) Zero-padding (d) Mirror

Figure 1: Shift in the direction (k, l) = (−100, 50) with different boundary conditions

2. After shifting the image in the direction (k, l), shift it back in the direction (−k,−l). Interpret the
results.

5 Exercise 6 (Convolution)

The file imconvolve.m should implement the convolution of an image with different kernel func-
tions. Complete the missing parts of this file (Hint: make calls to the imshift function). The script
hw1 ex5 imconvolve.m should produce the following results:

periodical / box periodical / gaussian periodical / exponential periodical / disk periodical / laplacian periodical / grad1 periodical / grad2

zeropadding / box zeropadding / gaussian zeropadding / exponential zeropadding / disk zeropadding / laplacian zeropadding / grad1 zeropadding / grad2

extension / box extension / gaussian extension / exponential extension / disk extension / laplacian extension / grad1 extension / grad2

mirror / box mirror / gaussian mirror / exponential mirror / disk mirror / laplacian mirror / grad1 mirror / grad2

Figure 2: Convolution results
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